Abstract Microtexts are a valuable, albeit noisy, source to infer collaborative information. As music plays an important role in many human lives, microblogs on musicrelated activities are available in abundance. This paper investigates different strategies to estimate music similarity from these data sources. In particular, we first present a framework to extract co-occurrence scores between music artists from microblogs and then investigate 12 similarity estimation functions to subsequently derive resemblance scores. We evaluate the approaches on a collection of microblogs crawled from Twitter over a period of 10 months and compare them to standard tf-idf approaches. As evaluation criteria we use precision and recall in an artist retrieval task as well as rank proximity. We show that collaborative chatter on music can be effectively used to develop music artist similarity measures, which are a core part of every music retrieval and recommendation system. Furthermore, we analyze the effects of the ''long tail'' on retrieval results and investigate whether results are consistent over time, using a second dataset.
Motivation
Developing music similarity measures that reflect resemblance perceived by humans is one of the big challenges in music information retrieval (MIR), a subfield of multimedia information retrieval. These similarity measures enable applications such as music recommender systems [4, 8] , automated playlist generators [20, 25] , or intelligent user interfaces to music collections [23, 19] . Computational features for music similarity calculation can be broadly categorized into music content-based, music context-based, and user context-based [34] . While contentbased feature extraction techniques derive the representation of a music item from the audio signal itself [7] , music context-based approaches make use of data that are not encoded in the audio signal [30] , for instance, the performer's political background, the meaning of a song's lyrics, images of album covers, or co-occurrence information derived from playlists.
Representing a rich source of user-generated content, microblogs are well suited to derive such music contextbased similarity features [31] . In fact, today's most popular microblogging service, Twitter 1 , has more than 200 million registered users 2 who are creating a billion posts every week 3 (as of March/April 2011). As music plays an important role in many human lives, it is an omnipresent topic on the (social) web. Almost everybody enjoys listening to his favorite tunes, and many people share their opinions about songs, artists, or latest album releases. Some even share their own versions of favored music videos. Digital music distribution and consumption are also important economic factors, which is demonstrated by the current success of music streaming services such as Spotify. 4 The work at hand, as far as we are aware of, is one of the first to thoroughly evaluate different strategies to mine the microblogosphere to infer music similarity. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature on text-based music similarity measurement and social media retrieval. Section 3 reports on the acquisition of music-related tweets and presents results of statistical data analyses. Our framework to infer similarity between music artists from microblogs is presented in Sect. 4 . In Sect. 5 we evaluate and analyze the proposed cooccurrence approaches and compare them to standard tf Á idf -based algorithms. We further analyze temporal stability and influence of artist popularity on retrieval results. Eventually, Sect. 6 summarizes the main findings and points to future research directions.
Related work
The work at hand is strongly related to other text-based approaches to music similarity measurement and to social media retrieval. Literature on both research areas are discussed in the following.
Although modeling text documents using vector space representations has a long tradition in IR research [3, 27] , similar models targeted at music and multimedia retrieval did not emerge until about a decade ago. Indeed, deriving term feature vectors from web pages for the purpose of music artist similarity estimation was first proposed in 2000 by Cohen and Fan [12] . They extract lists of artist names from web pages determined by querying web search engines. The resulting pages are then parsed according to their DOM tree, filtered, and sought for occurrences of entity names. Term vectors of co-occurring artist names are subsequently used for artist recommendation. Using artist names to build term vector representations, whose term weights are computed as co-occurrence scores, is an approach also followed later in [14, 36, 41] . In contrast to Cohen and Fan's approach, Zadel and Fujinaga [41] and Schedl et al. [36] derive the term weights from search engine's page count estimates and suggest their method for artist recommendation. Automatically querying a web search engine to determine pages related to a specific topic is a common and intuitive strategy, which is therefore frequently performed for data acquisition in information extraction tasks. Examples in the music domain can be found in [13, 40] , whereas [10, 11, 18] apply this technique in a more general context.
Computing term feature vectors from term sets other than artist names is performed by Whitman and Lawrence [40] . They extract different term sets (unigrams, bigrams, noun phrases, artist names, and adjectives) from up to 50 artist-related web pages obtained via a search engine. After downloading the pages, the authors apply parsers and a part-of-speech (POS) tagger to assign each word to its suited test set(s). An individual term profile for each artist is then created by employing tf Á idf weighting. The overlap between the term profiles of two artists, i.e., the sum of weights of all terms that occur in both term profiles, is then used as an estimate of their similarity. Extending the work presented in [40] , Baumann and Hummel [5] introduce various filters to prune the set of retrieved web pages (length-based filtering, advertisement filtering, and keyword spotting in the URL, the title, and the first text part of each page).
Unlike Whitman and Lawrence, who study with different term sets, Knees et al. [17] present a similar approach using only one list of unigrams. For each artist, a weighted term profile is created by applying a tf Á idf variant, and cosine similarity is used to compute resemblance between these term profiles. The authors evaluate their approach in a genre classification setting using as classifiers k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and support vector machines (SVM) [38] . Govaerts et al. [14] evaluate a similar approach, particularly focusing on temporal and regional differences between search engines.
Other approaches derive term profiles from more specific web resources. Celma et al. [9] propose a music search engine that crawls audio blogs via RSS feeds and calculates tf Á idf features. Hu et al. [15] extract tf-based features from music reviews gathered from Epinions.com. 5 Schedl [28] extracts user posts from Twitter associated with music artists and models term profiles using term lists specific to the music domain. Although one of the goals (artist similarity measurement) and the data source (microblogs) resemble the work at hand [28] bases the similarity computation on tf Á idf representations of music artists, whereas the approaches reported in this paper derive a similarity estimate from co-occurrence information. Schedl [31] presents a more general framework to derive tf Á idf -based similarity measures from microblogs in an effort to estimate similarities between music artists and between movies. To this end, thorough evaluation experiments have been conducted to analyze various aspects of the term vector space model: query scheme, index term sets, term frequency, inverse document frequency, similarity measure, and normalization approaches.
In contrast to our earlier work [28, 31] , the paper at hand defines a framework for music artist similarity estimation based on co-occurrences of artist names among Twitter users. We will show in Sect. 5 that this co-occurrence based approach outperforms the method of employing tf Á idf -like weighting schemes. In addition, here we investigate the temporal stability of retrieval quality, which is particularly important for a data source like microblogs, where content changes instantaneously. We further address the question whether the popularity of an artist influences the similarity estimates.
The second related research area, namely that of social media retrieval, is a research field that covers all aspects of information retrieval in the context of social media. A good literature overview about recent trends in this emerging area can be found in [26] .
As for document modeling in social media, particularly in microblogs, it is shown by Metzler et al. [21] that tf Á idf models, although being the standard term weighting approach in Text-IR, seems rather unsuited to model microblogs. Further support for this finding is given by Naveed et al. [22] who argue that tf Á idf is a poor metric for term weighting in microblog retrieval tasks due to the term sparsity in microblogs and the frequently poor quality of texts. As for the former, the very restricted length of microblogs (140 characters in the case of Twitter) leads to retrieval problems, because the limited number of terms in a microblog post harms retrieval performance if the query does not contain one of the few terms. Also, the motivation for document length normalization is no longer valid when dealing with tweets whose length is usually just a bit below the maximum of 140 characters. Microblogs further suffer from very diverse content quality, which also affects retrieval performance. In a music retrieval scenario, Schedl presents in [31] the consistent finding that document length normalization of microblogs does not improve retrieval performance. Likewise, the cosine similarity measure does not perform better than the simple inner product.
Particularly focusing on social media music retrieval, Schedl proposes in [32] a standardized corpus of data on music listening behavior mined form microblogs. The paper further reports findings of correlation analyses investigating the spatial and temporal stability of the listening patterns. It is shown that listening patterns are independent of the month, but highly dependent on the day of the week (workdays vs. weekends) and on the country.
There also exists some related work on user retrieval and recommendation in the microblogosphere. For instance, Armentano et al. [1] present a recommender system that suggests users to follow based on tweet similarity of microbloggers. To this end, the authors create and investigate different user profiles, for example, modeling the seed user via term frequencies of his/her aggregate posts or of all of his/her followees. In a related work, Weng et al. [39] aim at identifying influential Twitter user for a given topic. To this end, they apply latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [6] to their corpus of tweets. Subsequently, topical similarity between users is computed as the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the distribution of the latent topics of the respective users. Further taking into account the link structure, Weng et al. propose a ranking function for influential users in each topic. Similar to Armentano et al., they evaluate their approach in a recommendation setting.
Finally, although not closely related to social media retrieval, the work by Peat and Willet [24] is nevertheless important for the article at hand. The authors investigate the merits and limitations of using term co-occurrences to model term similarity. Even though they focus on query expansion, their main findings also influence our work. Peat and Willet show that (1) terms with comparable term frequencies in the corpus are usually more similar to each other than terms with different frequencies of occurrence and (2) those with high occurrence figures are poor discriminators between relevant and non-relevant documents. These findings strongly support the integration of a popularity correction factor into the proposed similarity models, as suggested in Sect. 4. Its purpose is to alleviate distortions in similarity measures that are caused by very popular artists who are listened to by almost everyone.
Data acquisition and analysis
We crawled Twitter postings containing the hashtag #nowplaying between May 2010 and March 2011, as this hashtag has already proven successful to determine music listening-related tweets [29] . The crawls were restricted to tweets with geospatial information and to all cities with more than 500,000 inhabitants (790 cities around the world were gathered from World Gazetteer 6 ). Between November 2010 and March 2011, we gathered another dataset, focusing on tweets containing the hashtag #itunes, because it is frequently used among users of Apple's iTunes and related programs. There also exists a popular plug-in for Apple's social network Ping that automatically tweets iTunes listening activities using this very hashtag.
We were able to retrieve 9,928,817 tweets for #now-playing (686,867 users) and 725,486 tweets for #itunes (91,768 users). We will henceforth refer to these datasets simply as #nowplaying and #itunes. To use the crawled tweets for artist similarity estimation, we had to map them to artist names. Standard tf Á idf approaches may result in strong biases when dealing with microblogs, as they-by definition-only consist of a small number of words [22] . Therefore, we have been striving for alternative approaches. Despite including comments, most tweets on music listening are similarly structured, which becomes even more evident if these tweets are automatically generated. To this end, we identified a number of common patterns in the tweets, such as:
To give an impression on how such potentially musicrelated tweets containing the desired hashtags look like, here are some examples from our dataset, including tweets that do not contain track information: We subsequently matched the potential artist names against a list of 455,087 artists and 7,795,612 tracks from the musicbrainz 7 database. We implemented a multilevel system that tries to apply specific and restrictive patterns first (e.g., ''likes song title by artist name on some platform''-see example 1) and proceeds with more general ones (e.g., terms separated by special characters-see example 2). Many tweets contain comments (see examples 3 and 4) and are still correctly analyzed by our system. Sometimes tweets are related to music, but without containing explicit track information (see examples 5 and 6). These tweets are not mapped to specific tracks-future work might use link following to obtain additional information. As there are only conventions but no restrictive rules on the use of hashtags, some tweets might not be related to music listening behavior (see examples 7 and 8).
Employing this artist detection approach, we were able to identify 38,183 unique artists in 2,945,780 (29.7 %) of the tweets containing #nowplaying. Each artist appeared between 1 and 9,066 (''Paramore'') times (mean = 24.07, std.dev. = 177.02, median = 2). From the #itunes dataset, we extracted 11,804 artists from 198,185 (27.3 %) tweets. The most frequently occurring band was ''The Beatles'' with 939 individual tweets (mean = 5.96, std.dev. = 21.46, median = 1), which may be related to the fact that in November 2011 itunes started providing their songs. A complete list of the top 20 artists for both hashtags is given in Table 5 .
As for geographical coverage, tweets from 766 (97 %) different cities in 127 countries were retrieved using #nowplaying. The #itunes collection covers 603 (76 %) cities in 107 countries. Tables 1 and 2 show the top ten cities and countries, respectively, in terms of the number of postings. From these tables, we can already see that Apple products are particularly widespread in the USA as the number of tweets including #itunes is higher in the USA than in any other country, not only in absolute numbers but also relative to the respective population size. Figure 1 visualizes on log-log scale the relative distributions of play counts for datasets #nowplaying and #itunes. It can be seen that both distributions are indeed very similar for the most part. However, the #itunes distribution has more mass under the most popular artists and also under unpopular artists. This evidences a clear bias in the #itunes dataset: the most popular artists (left side) are even more popular, relative to the others, than in the #nowplaying dataset. Likewise, the most unpopular artists (right side) are also more popular in the #itunes dataset, showing a larger lack of diversity and thus a shorter ''long tail'' than in #nowplaying. The reason for these differences can be found in the sampling process. The #itunes hashtag represents users of iTunes for the most part, while the #nowplaying hashtag is more general and therefore represents a wider population of users. For a comparison of listening habits expressed by #itunes and by #nowplaying, the interested reader is referred to [33] .
To further analyze similarities between datasets, we also compared the relative play counts on a per-artist basis. This way, we can test whether the high similarity in the distributions is actually due to the same artists appearing with similar relative counts in both datasets. Figure 2 shows how the relative play count in one dataset fits with the play count in the other, each point representing one of the 9,813 artists that appear in both datasets. The straight red line represents points with same play counts; the black line indicates a linear regression of the data. Please note that both axes are again logarithmically scaled. Indeed, we can see a very clear correlation, though highly sparse (Spearman's q = 0.659). Most importantly, we can see that the fit is better with high play counts, meaning that popular artists are indeed popular in both datasets. With unpopular artists, there is too much variation, showing the usual diversity in the long tail.
To summarize, both datasets show similar distributions, but #itunes seems to have a clear bias both in terms of underlying users and relative popularity of top artists, as well as a lower degree of diversity. In addition, it is an order of magnitude smaller than #nowplaying. Therefore, and unless otherwise indicated, in the remaining parts of the paper we use the #nowplaying dataset.
A framework for music similarity estimation based on co-occurrences
We define a family of similarity estimation functions between arbitrary music artists i and j defined as the product simði; jÞ ¼ wði; jÞÁ ði; jÞ where w(i, j) is a scoring function and p(i, j) is an optional popularity correction factor. We examine six different scoring functions: log relative #nowplaying play counts log relative #itunes play counts
where cooc i,j denotes the co-occurrence count of artists i and j on a per-user basis (i.e., the number of users who listen to both artists i and j), and occ i is the total number of users who listen to artist i. Resembling the proposal by Whitman and Lawrence [40] , we define the popularity correction factor as
where max k occ k denotes the maximum frequency of an artist k in the whole set of artists. This term aims at alleviating the popularity bias, i.e., distortions in similarity estimates caused by very popular artists, which are found in almost every music collection. Hence, similarity scores between artists of highly differing popularity are downweighted. In variants without popularity correction, we set p(i, j) = 1. Among these similarity functions, w 1 (i, j) may be regarded as baseline. Accounting for one artist only, it is asymmetric and therefore does not reflect the similarity between two artists, but represents the relative frequency. It is used as approximation for the conditional probability of users listening to artist j, given that they are listening to artist i. We denote variants of the similarity function as s or spop, where s identifies the scoring function (Eqs. 1-6) and pop denotes the use of popularity correction. For instance, 1pop refers to the similarity measure
while 3 refers to the measure cooc i;j maxðocc i ;occ j Þ : In total, we thus investigate 12 similarity estimation functions.
Since tf Á idf weighting is the standard approach in Text-IR, we investigate its performance for similar artist retrieval on microblog data as a baseline for our co-occurrence framework. Following the suggestion by Schedl et al. [35] , who present a large-scale study on tf Á idf -based similarity computation algorithms on microblogs, we compute the weight of a term t in a document d (which is a concatenation of all tweets retrieved for the artist under consideration) as
where f d,t is the frequency of term t in document d, N is the total number of artists, and f t is the number of artist documents where term t occurs. As similarity measure between the tf Á idf vectors, we use the cosine similarity. This version of the tf Á idf model proved particularly beneficial for modeling pre-filtered music-related microblogs [31] . We further analyze different term sets on which the tf Á idf weights are calculated. The set denoted ''lastfm'' comprises the 250 tags most frequently assigned by users of last.fm 8 , whereas set ''dict'' is a dictionary of 1,379 music terms, provided by the authors of [35] .
Evaluation
Music retrieval algorithms are traditionally evaluated using genre information as proxy for similarity and performing genre classification experiments. However, this approach is ambivalently discussed in the MIR community [2] , some of the reasons being that genre is a fuzzily defined concept, different genres overlap, subjective interpretations of one and the same genre often vary, and it is not at all clear how genres relate to musical aspects perceived by humans.
Similar artist retrieval evaluated on collaborative data
To avoid these issues, we opt for an evaluation strategy that compares the algorithms' output to similarity information reflecting collaborative human perception of similarity which is provided by last.fm. Using the last.fm API function Artist.getSimilar 9 , we retrieve a list of most similar artists for each artist in the collection. Considering this list as the ground truth, we simulate a retrieval task, interpreting the seed artist as query to the algorithm under evaluation and last.fm's similar artists as relevant items. Both last.fm and our algorithms yield ranked lists of closest artists to a given seed. As performance measures we can thus compute precision-recall curves and F 1 measure (i.e., the harmonic mean of precision and recall).
We first remove from our tweet sets artists who are unknown to last.fm since we cannot evaluate them without a ground truth. As some artists appear too infrequently in the microblogs for a reliable evaluation, we further exclude artists who occur less than 50 times in the tweet sets, which roughly corresponds to omitting the long tail of artists. We analyze these artists separately in Sect. 5.4. This effectively reduces the number of artists under investigation to 1,677. 10 The average number of similar artists returned by last.fm is 27.21 for each artist in the entire dataset. The median is 20 since last.fm frequently returns only a few similar artists. In our experiments, we include all similar artists provided by last.fm, with the exception of those having a weight of zero. We note that we cannot assure that last.fm users do not tweet their listening histories too, so both data sources could actually overlap and therefore invalidate our results to some degree. To minimize this potential bias, tweets including the hashtag #lastfm, which is the official way to tweet last.fm listening events 11 , have not been included when acquiring data (cf. Sect. 3) In fact, the hashtag #lastfm only occurs in 11,114 (0.1 %) and 118 (0.02 %) of the tweets in datasets #nowplaying and #itunes, respectively. This effect can thus be neglected.
Artist retrieval
The results of this similar artist retrieval task are shown in Figs. 3 (precision-recall curves) and 4 (F 1 measure). Two observations can be made immediately. First, the figures show a clear dominance of the proposed co-occurrence approaches over the tf Á idf weighting. This is particularly important because tf Á idf is a standard term weighting approach in Text-IR, which nevertheless seems not suited well to model microblogs. This finding is consistent with [21] , which also argues that classical tf Á idf might not be the best choice to model short texts. The second observation is that employing the popularity correction, as proposed in [40] , does not improve results. More importantly, it actually hurts performance in some cases. Although formulations 1, 2, and 5 benefit from popularity correction, for variants 3, 4, and 6, adding the popularity term does not influence performance or even decreases performance slightly.
An explanation for this effect in formulation 1 is that it does not include the number of occurrences of the second artist j (cf. Eq. 1). For variant 2, the denominator is the minimum of each artist's occurrence. Given the skewed distribution of artist play counts (cf. Figs. 1, 8) , the likelihood of picking an artist i with smaller popularity, assuming that j is a popular one, is much higher than the other way round. This frequently reduces variant 2 to variant 1, which can be seen particularly well from Fig. 4 (very similar F 1 measures). Comparing formulations 5 and 6, we see that decreasing the importance of both single occurrence values (by taking the square root in the denominator) considerably increases performance. Another aspect that possibly contributes to the lack of effect of the popularity correction factor is that among similarly popular artists, this factor does not matter anyway. In contrast, if two artists strongly vary in popularity, their similarity score is reduced. But this influences retrieval tasks in different ways depending on whether the query artist is popular or not. In the case where the query consists of a highly popular artist, the correction factor decreases even more the likelihood that unpopular artists are retrieved. On the other hand, when using as query an artist with low popularity, the popularity factor reduces the likelihood of popular artists to be retrieved, to account for the generally higher chance of popular ones to be co-listened to. Therefore, the popularity correction factor only affects the retrieved similar artists for unpopular query artists, if there are both popular and unpopular ones in the list of co-occurring artists.
Rank proximity
For a music retrieval or recommendation system, the order in which results are returned is also important. Even if the 1  1pop  2  2pop  3  3pop  4  4pop  5  5pop  6  6pop tfidf dict tfidf lastfm Fig. 4 F 1 @k at different cutoffs, comparing the 12 proposed cooccurrence similarity functions and classical tf Á idf weighting actual most similar artists are retrieved, the user will likely not be very content with the retrieval system in case they are always found at the very end of the result set. On the other hand, small differences between the actual rank and the predicted rank do not severely harm the quality of the suggested artist list. To assess this aspect, we compute a rank proximity measure, predicting the k most similar artists (l is the total number of artists in the ground truth), and defining precision and recall equivalents using a weighted rank proximity as follows:
1 À ji À r gt ða i Þj maxði; r gt ða i ÞÞ where i and r gt (a i ) are the ranks at which artist a i appears in the predicted ranking and the ground truth, respectively. In contrast to the standard definitions of precision and recall, each true positive in our rank-proximity formulation does not necessarily contribute 1/l to recall and 1/k to precision, even if there is an overlap, but only if the rank is correct as well. Dividing the absolute rank difference by the maximum rank in ground truth and prediction, we put a stronger penalty on swaps between top-ranked items, which is consistent with user requirements. If a predicted artist is not found in the ground truth, the rank difference, and in turn the penalty, are set to a maximum, i.e., jiÀr gt ða i Þj maxði;r gt ða i ÞÞ ¼ 1: Figure 5 reveals that this task is much harder than the standard retrieval task, looking at the range of precision and recall scores achieved. Apart from that, the results are largely comparable to those reported in the previous section. Variants 4, 4pop, 5pop, 6, and 6pop tend to
Similar artist retrieval evaluated on expert judgments
A potential point of criticism of the previous evaluation approach is the fact that we compare the different scoring functions against another algorithm (by last.fm) and not against real human judgments. Although this data source may be regarded as sufficiently valid for our calculations, we additionally compare the similarity measures against real human expert judgments. Unfortunately, it is impossible to get a comparably large amount of human-annotated similarity data. The best source of human-annotated similarity we could come up with was data from the MIREX 12 . ''Audio Music Similarity and Retrieval'' (AMS) task. An AMS system is intended to retrieve songs musically similar to a query song. Implicitly, two artists are similar to the extent their songs are similar to each other, so we can use song-similarity data to infer artist-similarity data. Previous work showed evidence that the average similarity of an artist's songs is a very discriminative variable to predict similarity of a new song [37] . Therefore, for any two artists, we compute their similarity as the average similarity between their songs. These similarities between songs are based on actual judgments by human experts, who assess how similar two songs are based on two scales. In the Broad scale, they indicate whether two songs are not similar, somewhat similar, or very similar; while in the Fine scale they provide a similarity score from 0 to 100. We compute the average Fine score over songs and consider the two respective artists similar if this score is greater than 25. This threshold is fixed based on the distribution of Fine scores across Broad scores (see Fig. 1-bottom in [16] ).
In total, there are 7,000 songs from 10 major music genres and from 602 unique artists in the MIREX dataset. Our #nowplaying and #itunes datasets include 327 of these artists. That makes a total of 53,301 possible artist-artist pairs, but we only had judgments to compute similarity in 4,877 of those cases. We used all judgments made during MIREX 2007 MIREX , 2009 MIREX , 2010 MIREX , 2011 , and 2012, which account for a grand total of 12,051 judgments among the 327 artists. On average, the similarity between two artists is computed based on three judgments between their songs. For the #nowplaying dataset, we could perform an evaluation on 280 artists. Using the same approach as in Sect. 5.1, we calculated precision and recall for all evaluated scoring functions. As Fig. 6 shows, the same dominance of some functions above others can be observed. Although due to the small number of remaining artists the differences cannot be seen as clearly as in Fig. 3 , variant 6 performs best. Due to the smaller number of artists, popularity correction has a stronger noise effect, but again it does not show real improvements.
Summing up, it can be said that although there are few expert judgments available compared to collaborative methods, we show that our findings are consistent in both cases, which supports large-scale experiments using last.fm data as the ground truth.
Time consistency
To investigate whether results are consistent over time, we created a second dataset crawled from December 2011 to March 2012. To base this investigation on a larger corpus, we did not restrict the crawling to tweets with geospatial information (& 3 % of the tweets), but used the hashtags #nowplaying and #itunes as sole filters (resulting in 35 million retrieved tweets).
We employed the same pattern-based approach as presented in Sect. 3 to detect artists. For the original dataset (crawled in 2011), we were able to map 2,945,780 (29.7 %) tweets to specific tracks. On the new dataset, we could assign a song to 6,652,500 (19 %) tweets. Table 3 shows for both data collections the number of artists remaining for analysis, using different thresholds t ao for minimum artist occurrence in the tweet set. Figure 7 depicts precision-recall curves comparing the performance of all six scoring functions with both 2011 and 2012 datasets. Investigating the figures, we can see similar results for both datasets. The performance of the scoring functions seemingly depends on the threshold t ao , but not heavily on the number of artists, which is quite different for the two datasets (cf. Table 3 ). Especially, the two dominating scoring functions, 4 and 6, scale well and show similarly good performance for both collections. Scoring functions 1, 2, and 5 perform slightly different for the different datasets.
To quantitatively assess the temporal stability of the results, we compute Pearson's correlation coefficient, for each of the 12 similarity functions, between the average F 1 @k scores obtained on the 2011 collection and on the 2012 collection. The mean correlation coefficient over all pairs is 0.979. For the best-performing scoring functions 4 and 6, the mean correlation even exceeds 0.99. We can hence conclude that the relative results are highly stable over time, which is particularly remarkable because of the different number of artists covered by the two datasets (for same t ao values).
Influence of the long tail
Artists in the ''long tail'' are those who are listened to infrequently. This is the reason why there is commonly a lack of data for such artists. In turn, they are often neglected when building music retrieval or recommendation systems, as it is particularly challenging to determine suited artists based on a sparse data basis [8] .
To illustrate the long tail, we depicted in Fig. 8 the sorted total artist occurrences (as identified by our patternbased approach) in tweet set #nowplaying. 13 Please note that both axes are logarithmically scaled. Since in MIR there are no commonly agreed boundaries on where to split between long tail, mid range, and short head, we quantify different popularity ranges in the following. The top 500 (1.3 %) artists account for 56 % of the listening events (''short head''), while the bottom 20,000 artists (52 %) account for only 2.6 % of the total listening events. If we split the total aggregated number of play counts into three equally sized ranges (each accounting for about 900,000 listening events), one-third of all listening events Fig . 6 Precision-recall curves, comparing the 12 proposed cooccurrence similarity functions for the #nowplaying dataset using MIREX data as the ground truth Fig. 8 the positions of the different threshold values for t ao used in the experiments. To investigate whether the long tail factor has a negative effect on the performance of music retrieval systems based on microblog co-occurrences, we compute the maximum F 1 scores for different levels of the threshold t ao , as these levels correspond to different ranges of artist popularity. Table 4 shows the results for each scoring function, revealing that retrieval accuracy seems indeed highly dependent on artist popularity. Figure 9 shows the results of a more detailed analysis by depicting the average F 1 score (over all artists) dependent on the value of t ao . The figure supports the conjecture from Table 4 that retrieval performance is proportional to the threshold t ao , and hence to artist popularity, and is inversely proportional to the number of artists in the corpus. Table 5 lists the top 20 ''short head'' artists for tweet collections #nowplaying and #itunes.
14 Most people will agree that the majority of artists are indeed well known. The table also reveals that users of iTunes have different music tastes, on average, than users consuming music via other programs or devices.
Conclusions and future work
We presented a framework to infer music artist similarity from microblogs and based on co-occurrence information. Evaluating different scoring functions and the use of a correction factor for highly popular artists showed that these co-occurrence-based approaches outperformed traditional tf Á idf functions. However, employing a popularity correction factor did not produce a consistent improvement 14 We cannot give a similar list for the long tail as 16,252 artists in #nowplaying (6,021 in #itunes) only have a single occurrence.
Harvesting microblogs for music information retrieval 703 of results. In fact, it only improved the scoring functions that performed worse anyway, while the best ones were not affected. Furthermore, we could clearly make out a ''long tail'' effect shown by considerably higher precision and recall scores for popular artists, regardless of the scoring function. Analyzing the time stability of the results, we gathered a second dataset about 1 year after the first one and demonstrated that results were highly comparable over time.
Future work will aim at combining the context-based methods explored in this paper with audio signal-based approaches to improve accuracy of music retrieval systems. Moreover, we strive to improve artist identification in microblogs. We will further look into aspects other than similarity, for instance, popularity or novelty, which can be derived from microblogs and subsequently used to refine and personalize music retrieval algorithms. In addition, a comparison with approaches that infer similarity from artist co-occurrences on web pages will be performed.
